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1. INTRODUCTION 

In certain classes of systems providing services of 

different kinds, such as lighting or transport, the main 

determinant of all economic indicators is the level of 

performance of durable equipment. This level usually decreases 

with the age of the system. A stable flow of services can be 

provided only if certain parts of the equipment are replaced from 

time to time by new ones. The problem of optimal management of 

durable equipment, in the economic context, is a part of theory 

of production (Arrow et al.(1958)), or more precisely a part of 

theory of capital .(Debrow.-. (1959) -, --.Mal"invaud .--(1953)). -.In economic 

literature the overview of the management of durable equipment 

has been presented by Arrow et al.(1958) 2
, Haavelmo (1960) or 

Zabel (1963). 

Impetus for the developement of this part of economic theory 

has come largly from the practical issues, such as optimal 

maintenance of complex electronic equipment (modern aircraft, 

computers, communication equipment, spacecraft, etc.), the 

problem of optimal replacement in the military systems (Jorgenson 

et al.(1967)) or optimal managing of the stock of machines in the 

production systems (Wagner (1975)). 

Issues of the optimal managing of durable equipment in 

transport systems have also been frequently considered in 

literature in a very different context; for instance, the optimal 

replacement policies of British Army vehicles have been analysed 

2 Arrow K.J., Beckmann M.J., 
Expansion of the Capacity of a Firm' 
al. ( 1958) . 
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by Drinkwater and Hastings (1967), Hastings (1969), Mahon and 

Bailey (1975); optimal maintenance policies for city buses and 

trams have been presented by Kozniewska and Wlodarczyk (1978). 

Spatially distributed line transport systems such as gas and 

oil pipelines; energy supply lines; conveyors in manufacturing 

systems; power transmission lines; telephone lines; railway 

lines; heat and water pipelines, etc., state important classes 

of transport systems. The level of such systems' durable 

equipment services (i.e. reliability of transport lines) and the 

repair/replacement policies are of great importance for firms, 

separated industries and for the national economy as a whole3
• 

The optimal. -management of ,durable-equipment in heat energy 

transport systems (i.e. , optimal replacement policy for heat 

pipelines) which are used indefinitely is the subject of this 

research project. 

Presented methods of analysis and analytical results can 

also be applied to other kinds of line transport systems (under 

the assumption that replacements are periodic, moments of 

replacements are exogeneously given, and that certain conditions 

concerning technical characteristics of investigated systems are 

satisfied) . 

3 In 1987 in Ecuador a serious failure of the oil pipeline 
left oil production interrupted for five months. Oil is Equador's 
principal export and this failure produced a sharp temporary 
decline in the country's income. Consequently, national saving 
collapsed and the current account reached a deficit of about 12% 
of GDP {Sachs and Larrain {1993)). 
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2. THE NATURE OF THE SYSTEM UNDER STUDY 

The heat energy transport system can be defined as a set of 

interconnected pipelines (transport lines) , that link spatially 

distributed points: a source of heat energy with the set of 

receivers. Typical structure of such a system (a network of heat 

pipelines) is presented in figure 1. 

Elements of the heat energy transport system heat 

pipelines differ by their technical parameters, such as 

insulation or diameter, and finally affect operational 

reliability of the whole heating system differently (Stepien 

(1991.b)). 

In every moment of the system's performance the pipeline can 

be in one of two extreme states: good or failed. When the 

pipeline is good, it performs precisely according to 

specification (it transports the heat energy); when failed, there 

is a break in the transport process. Failures of the pipeline 

transfer it from the good state to the failed. They can occur at 

any point in the pipeline. This means that on the optional length 

of the line an infinite number of failures can occur. The only 

action which transfers the pipeline to the good state is repair. 

In the heat energy transport systems repair consists of the 

replacement of a small piece of failed pipeline just at the point 

where the failure occurred. It means that each repair renews only 

a small section of the pipeline. This section is so short in 

comparison with the length of the pipeline that, as it is usually 

assumed, a repair does not change the reliability characteristics 

of the considered pipeline as a whole (Stepien (1990) and 
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Figure 1: A typical structure of the heat energy transport system 

(a network of heat pipelines) 
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Figure 2: Decomposition of the transport line on the infinite 

sequence of renewable elements 
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(1991.a)). Hence, for the purpose of reliability analysis, the 

transport line is represented as an infinite sequence of pieces 

(renewable elements) with zero length (figure 2) (Stepien (1978) 

and ( 19 8 2 ) ) . 

Reliability characteristics of every separate piece (i.e., 

every renewable element with zero length) cannot be measured, but 

reliability indicators of the pipeline with respect to the 

certain standard unit interval are estimated empirically (Stepien 

(1984)). 

Time until the failure (lifetime) of the pipeline is not 

constant but random (Stepien (1984),(1990) and (1991.a)). The 

distribution _of . this . random .,variable .. (called . the failure 

distribution) is defined by one of the following functions4
: 

- cumulative distribution function: 

F(t)=Prob{'t~t}, t:<!:O, F(O)=O, 

where T denotes time to failure, 

- reliability function: 

R(t)=Prob('t:<!:t)=l-F(t),t:<!:O, 

- probability density function: 

f ( t) = dF ( t) t :<!: 0 
dt I I 

- failure rate (intensity of failures): 

A.(t) =- d(ln(R(t)) = - f _(t_)_
1 

t:<!:O, 
dt 1-F( t) 

The pipeline's failure rate A(t) in a certain moment t can 

4 In the case of heat pipelines reliability characteristics 
are usually estimated for the interval of lOOm of the pipeline. 
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be interpreted as a probability that the line will fail in the 

interval (t,t+dt) on condition that it survived till the moment 

t. This function is usually taken as the main reliability 

characteristics of the lifetime of heat pipelines (Stepien ( 1978) 

and Stepien et al. (1985)). 

Kozniewska and Wlodarczyk (1978), base on empirical 

evidence, showed that failure rates of the most durable equipment 

are increasing functions of time. Stepien' s studies ( 1990) , 

( 1991. a) and ( 1991. b) of the reliability of the heat energy 

transport systems confirm that this is valid in the case of heat 

pipelines as well. It has been shown (Stepien (1990), (1991.a} and 

( 1991. b)) . that .lifetimes .of.,heat pipelines .are-random variables 

from Weibull distribution. 

Failure rate for such a distribution of lifetime of the heat 

pipeline is described as follows: 

A. ( t) = ~ a ( ~ t) u-i, for t~O, 

where a>O, ~>O. The shape of this function depends mostly on the 

parameter a (figure 3). 

Values of parameters a and ~ for some types of heat 

pipelines are shown in table 1. 

Values of the parameter a greater than 2 and, consequently, 

the shape E (figure 3) of the failure rate's growth correspond 

to the very intensive ageing process of heat pipelines caused 

mostly by corrosion. Line B (a=l} characterizes the distribution 

of the lifetime of pipelines with constant failure rate. In this 

case the Weibull distribution (characterized by parameters a=l 

and ~>O} converts into negaative exponential distribution 
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Figure 3: Shapes of the functions of failure rates in Weibull 

distribution for different vales of a 
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Table 1: Values of parameters a and ~ of Weibull distributions 
that describe life time of common used types of 
pipelines (for 100m) 5 

No. Heat insulation Diameter a (3 

1. Asbestos cement 700mm 3.9 28.5 

2 . Asbestos cement 150mm 5.2 25.0 

3 . Asbestos cement 80mm 9.0 13.0 

4. Foamed concrete 125mm 9.0 25.0 

5. Foamed concrete 50mm 9.0 13.0 

6 . Glass wool 700mm 5.2 25.0 

7 . Glass wool 150mm 9.0 13.0 

8 . Fill mass 150mm 9.0 13.0 

9 . Fill mass 50mm 4.7 13.5 

5 All values were estimated by J.Stepien (Stepien (1991.a) 
and ( 1991. b)) based on empirical data comming from heating system 
in Poland. 
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(Kozniewska, Wlodarczyk (1978}}. 

After each failure pipelines are repaired by a replacement 

of a piece of them. Times of these repairs are stochastic 

(Stepien (1978), (1980), (1982) and (1991.b}) and depend on 

technical characteristics of pipelines repaired (mostly on their 

diameter) and organizational levels of repair teams (Stepien 

(1982) and (1991.b}). 

The aggregate failure rate (A(L,t)) for L meters long 

homogeneous6 pipeline which is considered as a sequence of L/100 

standard units (lOOm each), is described by the following 

expression: 

A(L, t) =~/.. ( t) I 

100 

where A(t) is a failure rate for lOOm of the pipeline. 

The formulas presented above describe a long run pattern of 

the ageing processes of heat pipelines. 

One period of the heat energy transport system performance 

can be divided on the two following parts - the heating season 

and the break between heating. During a single period, a pattern 

of failure rate depends not only on time but also on outdoor 

temperatures and the phase of the heating season. Empirical 

studies (Stepien (1978) and (1985)) show that failure rates 

during a single period cannot be described as strictly increasing 

functions of time. At the beginning of the heating season failure 

rates are usually higher then in the middle. These patterns are 

described by polynomial functions (Stepien (1978) and (1985)). 

6 The transport line is called homogeneous if all its pieces 
elementary intervals are produced from the same materials and are 
at the same age. 
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Figure 4: Shapes of the failure rates during one heating season 

evaluated in three different heating systems' 

(September 15th is taken as the beginning of the first 

months) 
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7 Analytical expressions corresponding to curves presented 
are given by Stepien (1985). 
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Shapes of some functions describing variability of failure rates 

during one period are presented in figure 4. 

Such a pattern of failure rate allows us, for the purpose 

of long run analysis, to consider failure rate during one heating 

season as a constant rather than as strictly increasing. 

The expected value of failure rate during the certain single 

heating season i (EJA(t)]) is defined as 

where t;·, t;+ are correspondingly the beginning and the end of the 

heating season i. 

The failure rate A; increases with the number of periods (i) 

corresponding to the ageing process. An increase in the number 

of failures decreases the level of the system services, which is 

measured by the probability that the system transports heat 

energy during all of the considered period. 

A natural way to improve reliability of the system (i.e., 

to decrease the failure rate) is to use breaks between heating 

seasons to replace the oldest parts of heat pipelines. 

Such a replacement on one hand, reduces the number of 

failures in the considered period (value of failure rate) but, 

on the other hand, induces additional costs which are associated 

with replacement. This trade-off is a subject of consideration 

below. 
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3. THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION AND OPTIMAL REPLACEMENT POLICY FOR THE 

SIMPLEST HEAT ENERGY TRANSPORT SYSTEM (HOMOGENEOUS PIPELINE) 

In the case of heat energy transport systems where natural 

periodic breaks between heating seasons are used for a 

replacement, the objective of the replacement maintenance policy 

is to find a sequence of intervals of pipelines that have to be 

changed each period in order to maximize the total discounted net 

benefits over the life of the system under study. 

Any sequence (of lengths) of replaced intervals of pipelines 

is called a replacement policy. A sequence that maximizes the 

total net .benef.its ~is an--optimal-<t~eplacement- pol.icy. 

Consider the simplest case of heat energy transport systems 

- a single homogeneous L meters long pipeline (figure 5). 

If the lifetime of this transport system is unlimited the 

optimal policy can be derived from the following optimization 

problem: 

where 

max 
1;' 1;' 1; . . . 

:Le-(t-1)«[bt(lt,lt-1' ... ,11)-ctlt]' 
t=l 

- b 1(lu 11_u ... , li) is the net benefit in the period t (b1 

equals the gross benefit (or revenue) derived from operating the 

pipeline, less any operating costs8), when the replacements~ 

are done in periods j=l,2, ... t 9 (assume that b1 is continuously 

increasing in ~, second derivatives of ~ with respect to ~ exist 

8 Costs of preventive replacement are not included in ~-

9 It is assumed that replacement in period t is done before 
the heating season. 
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Figure 5: Scheme of heat energy transport system under 

consideration 
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Figure 6: The shape-of~function A(l)- for~the~homogenous pipeline 
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and are negative); 

- ct is the cost of replacing the unit of the pipeline; 

- a is the discount rate (a>O): 

The replacement done in a period t can affect the net 

benefits done in all future periods. Hence, the above objective 

function is maximized if the following conditions are satisfied: 

.E e-<t+i-l)u 

i=O 
for t=l, 2, ... 

Assuming that the cost of replacing a unit of the pipeline (ct) 

is constant each period, the following is true: 

This is fulfilled if 

, for i =O, 1, 2, ... 

This implies that the replacement policy which maximizes the 

above objective function is stationary10
, i.e., 

and total net benefits each period are equal (as a consequence 

of the stationary replacement policy). Hence, the objective 

function can be denoted as 

max [b(l) -cl] L e-<t-l)u =--1- [b(l) -cl], 
1 t=l 1-e-u 

and finally the optimal (stationary) replacement policy can be 

10 A stationary replacement policy is one in which a fixed 
interval of the pipeline is replaced every period. 
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derived from the following optimization problem: 

max [b (1) -cl] 
1 

The net benefit generated in a single period when the 

replacement is done during the breaks between heating seasons is 

determined as follows: 

b(l) =BP(l) -kA(l). 

where 

B is the net benefit (revenue) generated by a heating system 

during one period when no failures occur (system works all 

the time) 11 , 

P(l) is a probability that the system works without breaks 

during whole period i when the interval 1 of the pipeline 

is replaced each period , 

k is an average cost of one repair 12
, 

A(l) is the failure rate of the pipeline when interval 1 of 

the pipeline is replaced each period. 

If breaks between heating seasons are too short and part of 

of the pipeline is replaced during the heating season, then the 

net benefit generated by a system in a single period is defined 

as follows: 

b(l) =B[l-X (1-1 0 )] P(l) -kA(l), 

where 

x is a part of the period i which is needed for the 

replacement of 1 unit (metre) of the pipeline: 

11 B is assumed to be constant each period. 

u k is assumed to be constant each period. 
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x = { ~ , if 1::510 
(x>O}, otherwise, 

10 is a length of the maximum interval of the pipeline which 

can be replaced during the break between heating seasons. 

Finally the objective function can be specified as: 

MaxB[1-x(l-1 0 )]P(l)-.kA(l)-cl 
1 

Assume that stationary replacement policy is applied and 1 

meter of pipeline is replaced each period. Different values of 

1 lead to different distributions of intervals of pipeline of 

different ages and, finally, to different values of failure rates 

each period. Dependence of failure rate (A} on the length (1) of 

the stationary replacement for L meter of homogeneous pipeline 

is described as follows: 

L 1 l L A(l) =-- [-i..0 +(1--)i..1 ], if L~l>-; 
100 L L 2 

etc. 

Infinite sequence of formulas presented above can be 

expressed shortly as: 

L 1 n nl L L 
A(l)=--[-Li..i_1 +(1--)An], if-~l>--, 

100 Li=i L n n+l 

where Aj is a failure rate of lOOm of j years old pipeline 

(j=0,1,2, ••• ). 
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The expression above implies the following features of 

function A(l): 

- function A(l) is defined on the interval (O,L], 

- values of A(l) belong to the interval [O,oo), 

- A(l) is continuous on (O,L], 

function A(l) is linear for lE(L/(n+l) ,L/n] (n=l,2, ... ), 

function A(l) is strongly decreasing for lE(O,LJ. 

The shape of function A(l) for the pipeline characterized 

by a=9.0 and ~=13.0 is shown in figure 6. 

A probability that the system under study works during the 

whole considered period P ( 1) is specified by the following 

expression: 

where 

t 1(A(l)) is an average time in which the pipeline is in 

the 'good' state (it transports heat energy) (~=1/A(l)), 

tr is an average time in which the pipeline is repaired, 

or alternatively: 

P(A(l)) = µ+K(l) 

where µ,=1/tr. 

Consider the objective function on intervals of linearity 

of failure rate: lE (L/(n+l) ,L/n],where n=l,2, ... (assuming that 

the stationary replacement policy is applied) . 

For each such interval (specified by n) represent failure 

rate A,. as a function of the length ( 1) of the stationary 
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replacement (lE(L/{n+l),L/n]): 

where 

~ ( 1 ) = an + bn 1 , 

L'An 
a=-

n 100' 

(an and bn are constants, an>O and bn<O for all n=l, 2, . . . ) • 

If the length 1 of stationary replacement belongs to the 

interval (L/(n+l),L/n] then the value of the objective function 

{F) is specified as follows: 

= B[1-x (1-lo) J µ - ( +b 1) k- 1 
F b l an n c ' µ+an+ n 

The first derivative of this function with respect to 1 (for 

1 E (L/ (n+l) , L/n]) is defined as: 

This expression equals zero if the length of the stationary 

replacement is specified by one of the following expressions: 

and two additional conditions are satisfied: 

(1) 1 1 E(~, _!=.] ' 
1' 2 n+l n ' (2) 

Hence, roots of the first derivative of the objective function 

with respect to 1 exist (i.e., the interior maximum exists), if: 
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or 

if x~ k( c ) 
µ+an 

( if X<?: k( c ) ) . 
µ+an 

Equality to zero of the first derivative is the necessary 

condition for the interior maximum of the objective function on 

the interval (L/(n+l),L/n] but it is not sufficient. For the 

interior maximum the second derivative with respect to 1: 

a2F = 2Bµbn (Xµ+xan+bn) 

a1 2 (µ+an+bnl) 3 

is required to be negative. In the latest expression the 

denominator is always positive (µ>O and A(l)=a0 +b0 l>O), so a sign 

of the second derivative is opposite to the sign of the 

expression in the brackets {because b
0 

is always negative). 

Hence, the second derivative is negative, if 

It means that only for b
0 

E [-(µ+a
0
)x,-c/k) the interior maximum 

can exist13
• 

Consider the roots {11 and 12 ) of the first order condition 

when b0 E [- (µ+a 0 ) x, -c/k) . For all b0 that belong to this interval 

values of the root 11 of the first order condition are always 

greater or equal to 1/x (x>O). Such values of the stationary 

replacement lead to negative values of the objective function, 

but on the other hand, it is always possible to stop exploitation 

13 If x=O then interior maximum does not exist in any 
interval (L/(n+l) ,L/n), n=l,2, .... 
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of the system that guarantees that the value of objective 

function is equal to zero. Consequently, a better solution always 

exists and this root can be omitted. The only point where the 

interior maximum can exist is determined by the root 12 but the 

condition: L/(n+l) < 12 ~ L/n has to be satisfied, otherwise the 

objective function is continuously monotonic (increasing or 

decreasing) in considered interval and the maximum is not 

interior. 

Monotonicity of the objective function on the interval 

(L/(n+l) ,L/n) is determined by the sign of its first derivative 

of the objective function with respect to 1. 

Assume that the stationary ·replacement policy is applied. 

Assume also that the failure rate of the pipeline under study is 

described by Weibull distribution with the parameter a greater 

than 2 (the shape E in figure 3) i.e., that the first derivative 

of the failure rate with respect to n increases with n. 

This assumption guarantees that there exists a number n· 

such that for all 1 E (L/ (n+l) , L/n), where n=n·, n·+1, n·+2, ... , the 

first derivative of the objective function with respect to 1 is 

always positive (i.e., that the objective function is increasing 

in 1). 

The first derivative of the objective function with respect 

to 1 is positive in the interval (L/(n+l) ,L/n] if the following 

is true: 

bn < -x (µ+an) /\ bn < - z . 
If x is equal to O (whole replacement is done during the summer 

break) and bn decreases with n then surely there exists such n· 
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starting from which, bn is less than -c/k (c and k are constant) . 

If x is greater than zero then the shape of the function of 

failure rate guarantees that starting from the certain n· the 

following condition is satisfied: 

n• 

ln.> .E li-1' 
i•l 

which implies that for all n~n· the following is true: 

Consequently, for n~n· the inequality 

is satisfied, if 

n>..l..l!+~+l . 
A.n 100 

The left hand side of this inequality increases with n while 

the right hand side decreases with n. Hence, by construction 

(figure 7), there exists a number n· such that for all n greater 

than n·, bn is less than -x (µ+a
8

) • For such values of the 

parameter bn the sign of the first derivative is positive and 

consequently the objective function increases in 1 in all 

intervals specified by n~n·. 

This means that in order to find the maximum of the 

objective function considered, it is necessary to analyse not 
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Figure 7: Functions f (n) = n and g(n) = x µ/X 0 + L/100 +1 
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more than n·+1 intervals14 taking into consideration the 

interior maximum (111 if exists) or the right border of analysed 

interval (l=l/n, for n~n·) and to choose the length of 

replacement that maximizes value of the objective function. 

Formally it can be formulated as the following problem of 

discrete optimization: 

B[l-X (1-lo> l µ - ( +b 1) k- 1 max b 
1 

an n c , 
1 µ+an+ n 

st. 

1 EUl, 12 I ••• I 1 n } I n=l, 2 I ••• In+ (n +:S:n *+1) , 

where n· is ·the ··smallest ··number·· for ··which· the following is true: 

or 

-Bµ (xµ+xan+bn) 

b nk+ c 
ln=~~~~~>--~~----'-'--~~~-

bn 
if 

L 1=-
n n 

c 
k 

/\ 1 E ( __!:._ I .!:. 
n n+l n 

otherwise; 

values of an and bn (for n=l,2, ... ,n+) are defined as follows: 

14 Number of intervals can be greater than n· because if 
a length of the maximum interval that can be changed during the 
summer break ( 10 ) is such that L/ (n+l) <10<L/n (n<n•) , this 
interval has to be decomposed on two intervals: (L/(n+l) ,10 ] and 
(10 ,L/n] and both of them should be analysed separately. 
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L'An 
a=-

n 100 I 

Above analytical results have been confirmed by simulation 

experiments. 

Results of analysis for the pipeline characterized by a=9. O, 

P=13.0 (for µ=360, L=lOO, B=lOOOOOOOO, k=lOOO, c=lO) are 

presented in table 2 (x=O, 10=25) and table 3 (x=0.0001155719, 

10 =O) . 
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Table 2: Results of the analysis of the pipeline when 

x=1.155719E10-4, if 1>25 and x=o otherwise 

N Replacement OBJECTIVE FUNCTION TYPE OF EXTREMUM dF/dt 

1 100.0000000000 9.9990000000E+06 Corner 
2 50.0000000000 9.9995000000E+06 Corner 
3 33.3333333330 9.9996666646E+06 Corner 
4 25.0000000000 9.9997499584E+06 Corner 
5 20.0000000000 9.9997996466E+06 Corner 
6 16.6666666670 9.9998314487E+06 Corner 
7 14.2857142860 9.9998496672E+06 Corner 
8 12.5000000000 9.9998508592E+06 Corner + 
9 11.1111111110 9.9998219019E+06 Corner + 

10 10.0000000000 9.9997345783E+06 Corner + 

OPTIMAL STATIONARY REPLACEMENT 12.5000000000 
OPTIMAL VALUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 9999850.8592000000 
OPTIMAL LEVEL OF FAILURE RATE 0.0008388723 
AVERAGE COST OF REPAIR IN THE STEADY STATE 0.8388722736 
PROBABILITY THAT THE PIPELINE IS WORKING 0.9999976698 

Table 3: Results of the analysis of the pipeline when 

x=1.155719E10-4, if 1>0 

N Replacement OBJECTIVE FUNCTION TYPE OF EXTREMUM dF/dt 

1 100.0000000000 9.8834281000E+06 Corner 
2 50.0000000000 9.9417140500E+06 Corner 
3 33.3333333330 9.9611426979E+06 Corner 
4 25.0000000000 9.9708569835E+06 Corner 
5 20.0000000000 9.9766852673E+06 Corner 
6 16.6666666670 9.9805694689E+06 Corner 
7 14.2857142860 9.9833394077E+06 Corner 
8 12.5000000000 9.9854044053E+06 Corner 
9 11.1111111110 9.9869806627E+06 Corner 

10 10.0000000000 9.9881775728E+06 Corner 
11 9.0909090909 9.9890305268E+06 Corner 
12 8.0077475105 9.9895087865E+06 Interior 0 

OPTIMAL STATIONARY REPLACEMENT 8.0077475105 
OPTIMAL VALUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 9989508.7865000000 
OPTIMAL LEVEL OF FAILURE RATE 0.0402250951 
AVERAGE COST OF REPAIR IN THE STEADY STATE 40.2250951460 
PROBABILITY THAT THE PIPELINE IS WORKING 0.9998882761 
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4. OPTIMAL REPLACEMENT POLICY FOR NON-HOMOGENEOUS PIPELINE 

In real heat energy transport systems, pipelines connecting 

the source with receivers usually contain not one, but several 

intervals of homogeneous lines. A scheme of a non homogeneous 

heat energy transport line is presented in figure 8. 

In such a system every homogeneous pipeline works untill its 

own failure but every failure of another line placed between it 

and the source also interrupts its work. This means that lines 

that are placed closer to the source influence the work of the 

transport lines placed farther from it but not vice versa. A 

scheme of interactions ~between homogeneous heat .energy transport 

lines in the system under study is presented in figure 9. 

The optimal stationary replacement policy for the transport 

line which contains J homogeneous intervals can be derived from 

the following maximization problem: 

.. J J 

~ [B . ( 1-lf) P. -~ A . (1 . . ) k. . -~ c. . ] . . ] , L.J 1 1 L.J J ],1 ],1 L.J ],1 ],1 
i - 1 j=l j=l 

st. 

where 

if -function which characterizes time of replacement and 

depends on the way in which the replacement should be 

done, 

B; -return generated by the system in the period i 

when no failures occur (system works all the time), 

P; -probability that system works during all period i, 
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Figure 8: Non homogeneous transport line 

• • • •11~1•11 RECEIVER 

Figure 9: Scheme of interactions between components of the 

system under consideration 
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kj,i -average cost of one repair of pipeline j in the 

period i, 

cj,i -average cost of the replacement of lm of the pipeline 

j in the period i, 

Aj ( lj,J -failure rate of the pipeline j if the stationary 

replacement is equal to ~, 

~ - the length of the pipeline j, 

j identifies the pipeline (j=l,2, ... ,J, J is a number of 

different homogeneous pipelines), i is a number of a period 

(i=l,2, ... ,oo). 

For every possible way in which the replacement can be done 

the function 'Ir -has to ··be -derived; ·for -- example, in the case when 

the replacement of all lines is done in parallel this function 

is specified as follows: 

'l'= Max Xili, (j=l,2, ... ,J), 

where Xj is a part of the period that is needed for the 

replacement of one unit (lm) of the pipeline j: 

x. = 
J 

QI if 1- < 10 · J - J 

~>O , otherwise. 

Under the assumption that values of Bu k;, c; are constant 

over time the subscript i can be neglected and the optimization 

problem (when stationary replacement policy is applied) can be 

formulated as follows: 

J J 

max B(l-'l')P-LAi(li)ki-L cili, liE(O,L), j=l,2, ... ,J 
11,12, ... ,lJ j~l j=l 

where 
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L 1 n nl. 
A(l.)=-J-· [---2 LAi-1+(1---J)A,n], 

J 100 LJ i=l LJ 

fl=l, 2 t • • • I j =l, 2 I • • • J 

Similarly, as in the case of a single homogeneous transport 

line, the first step of analysis is an evaluation of the 

probability (P) that the system under study works during all the 

considered time. 

Under the assumption that repair time is a random variable 

with negative exponential distribution Markov chains technique 

(Kleinrock (1975)) can be applied for evaluation of stationary 

probabilities of_ system'.s states15 • 

Complexity of such analysis sharply increases with the 

number of system's states and consequently (in considered case) 

with the number of homogeneous transport lines. For analysis of 

the system with J intervals of different types of homogeneous 

transport lines Markov chain with 21 states has to be considered. 

This implies that, in practice, investigation of systems with 

more than five homogeneous pipelines of different types is so 

complicated that it has to be done using computer aided methods 

of synthesis of Markov chains and evaluation of stationary 

probabilities of system's states. 

The starting point for the computer analysis is a formal 

specification of the system considered. 

In this research project the formal models of the pipelines 

15 It has been shown in the previous section that when 
failure rate of the pipeline is constant (i.e., when the 
stationary replacement policy is applied) the life time of 
homogeneous pipeline is described by negative exponential 
distributions. 
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and automatic Markov chains' analysis have been done using the 

method of graphical modelling and discrete-event systems analysis 

presented by Cukrowski (1991) and (1993) 16 
• 

The idea of the line transport systems modelling is 

illustrated below using the example of the system with three 

different transport lines (J=3). The life times of the transport 

lines when the stationary replacement policy is applied (failure 

rates are constant over time) are described as exponentially 

distributed random variables. Average life times of these 

pipelines are equal correspondingly 1/Au 1/A2 , 1/A3. Empirical 

analysis of the heat energy transport systems presented by 

Stepien (1980) -.show that ~times .. of . repair of .pipe.lines are 

described also by exponential distributions. Assume that the 

average times of the repair are 1/µu 1/µ2, 1/µ3, correspondingly. 

The graph model of this system is presented in figure 10. 

Durations of interactions modelled by edges of the graph 

model are described by the vector: 

T= [ t;] T ( i = 1 , 2 , ... , 4 6) , 

where 
T (Ai) = exp (-tA1) if i=l 
T (A2) = exp (-tA2) if i=21 
T (A3) = exp (-tA3) if i=46 

t. = T (µi) = exp (-tµ 1) if i=3 
l 

T (µ2) = exp (-tµ 2) if i=14 
T (µ3) = exp (-tµ 3) if i=37 
o, otherwise. 

The initial state of vertices of the graph model is given by the 

vector: 

such that 

16 See also appendix 1. 
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Figure 10: Graph model of the line transport system with three 

different transport lines 
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1, if 1=7,14 
O, otherwise. 

The initial dynamics is specified by the vector D0 : 

D0= [ do,i] T ( i = 1 , 2 , • • • , 4 6 ) , 

such that 

do·= ,I { o, if i=4,10 
oo, otherwise. 

Edges: el, e21 and e46 model transport processes in lines 

Ll, L2 and L3, correspondingly. Similarly edges: e3, e14, e37 

represent the repair processes of lines: Ll , L2 and L3. Vertices 

of the graph model correspond to indicators of following 

information17
: 

Vl, V7 - 'the line Ll is working', 

V2 - 'the line Ll is repaired', 

V3, V14 - 'the line L2 is working', 

V5 - 'the line L2 is repaired', 

V6 - 'the line L2 is waiting for end of the line Ll repair' 

VlO - 'the line L3 is working', 

V12 - 'the line L3 is repaired', 

V13 - 'the line L3 is waiting on the end of the repair of 

the line L2 or Ll'. 

Vertices V4, vs, V9, Vll, V15, V16 are needed for 

description of the behavior of the system modelled (they do not 

indicate any information in tangible states of the graph model) . 

States of Markov chain of the system under study 

corresponds to states of vertices in tangible states of the graph 

17 The statement is true when the state of the corresponding 
vertex is equal to 1. 
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model. 

The list of states of Markov chain and corresponding vectors 

of states of vertices of the graph model (Mq, q=l, 2, ... 8) is 

specified below: 

STATE 1 ('All lines are working'): 

M1 = [ 1 , 0, 1, 0 , 0, 0, 1, 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0, 1 , 0, 0 ] , 

(marked vertices: V 1 , V3 , V7 , V, V 14 ) • 

STATE 2 ('Line Ll is repaired, lines L2 and L3 are waiting'): 

M2 = [ 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 ] 

(marked vertices: V2 , V6 , V 13 ) • 

STATE 3 ('Line Ll is working, line L2 is repaired and line L3 is 

waiting'): 

M3 = [ 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 I 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 ) 

(marked vertices: Vu V5 , V71 V13 ) • 

STATE 4 ('Lines Ll and L2 are working, line L3 is repaired'): 

M4 = [ 1, 0, 1, 0, 0 I 0 I 1 I 0, 0, 0 I 0 I 1, 0 I 1, 0, 0 

(marked vertices: V 1 , V3 , V7 , V 12 , V14 ) • 

STATE 5 ('Lines Ll and L2 are repaired, line L3 is waiting'): 

M5 = [ 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 ) 

(marked vertices: V2 , V5 , V13 ). 

STATE 6 ('Lines Ll and L3 are repaired, line L2 is waiting'): 

M6 = [ 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 I 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 ) 

(marked vertices: V2 , V6 , V12 ) • 

STATE 7 ('Line Ll is working, lines L2 and L3 are repaired'): 

M1 = [ 1, 0, 0 I 0, 1, 0 I 1, 0 I 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 

(marked vertices: V1 , V5 , V7 , V 12 ) • 

STATE 8 ('All lines are repaired'): 

M8 = [ O, 1, 0, O, 1, O, O, O, 0, 0, 0, 1, O, 0, O, 0 ) 

(marked vertices: V 2 , V 5 , V 12 ) • 
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Detail description of the performance of the graph model 

considered (i.e., sequences of vanishing and tangible states of 

the model), is presented in appendix 2. 

Markov chain corresponding to the model under study is shown 

in figure 11. 

System of linear equations (in matrix form) which 

corresponds to above Markov chain is specified below: 

Al +A2 +A3 ,-µ1, -µ2 , -µ3 0 0 o, 0 xl 0 

-A 
1 

, µ1, 0 0 -µ2 , -µ3 , o, 0 x2 0 

-A 
2 

, 0 , A1+µ2, 0 -µ1 , 0 , -µ3 0 x3 0 

-A 
3 

0 0 , µ3+A2+A3, 0 -µ1 , -µ2, 0 x4 0 

0 , 0 , -A 
1 

, 0 , µ1+µ2, 0 0 , -µ3 xS 0 

0 , 0 , 0 -A 
1 

0 , µ1+µ3, 0 , -µ2 x6 0 

0 , 0 , 0 0 0 0, -Al, µ1+µ2+µ3 x7 0 

1 , 1 , 1 1 1 1, 1, 1 x8 1 

The probability that the system under study works during all the 

considered time is equal to the probability of the state Sl (xi) 

which is given by the following expression: 

xl 
~l 
T' where 

µiJJ3(A1 (A1+A2+A3) +µ1 ( 2A1+A2+3A3+µ1) +µ2(A1+A3+µ1) l + 

µ 3 2 [ A I ( A I+ A2 + A3 ) +µI ( 2 A I+ 2 A2 + 2 A3 +µI ) + µ 2 ( 3 A I+ A2 + 2 A3 + 3 µI+µ 2) 1 + 

µl ( 2A1+A2+A3+2µ1+2µ2+µ3)} 

Such a form of this expression implies difficulties in 

application of analytical methods of multidimensional 
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Figure 11: Markov chain generated from the model of the line 

transport system with three lines of different type 
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optimization even in the case when 'lr=O (i.e., when replacements 

in all pipelines are done during the summer break) but solution 

of considered maximization problem for optional function 'Ir can 

easily be found numerically. 

Results of the simulation experiments for the case of 

parallel replacement (B=lO·l06
) is presented in table 4. Results 

for the case when ~=O (j=l,2,3) 

during the natural breaks in 

presented in table 5. 

(i.e., the replacement is done 

the system performance) are 

Non-homogeneous transport lines with optional number of 

intervals of different types can be modelled graphically in very 

similar way .. .Such . lines .. can be decomposed -0n homogeneous 

intervals and every interval can be represented as one out of 

three following types of homogeneous transport lines: 

- the main transport line (M) i.e., the transport line which 

is connected with a source, 

- the transitory transport line (S) i.e., the transport line 

which connects two other lines, 

- the terminal transport line (T) i.e., the transport line 

which is connected with the receiver. 

Graph models of main, transitory and terminal transport 

lines are presented in figures 12, 13 and 14, correspondingly. 

Technical characteristics of modelled homogeneous transport 

lines are represented in the corresponding graph models by the 

pairs (A,µ) , such that 1/ A is a mean value of exponentially 

distributed lifetime of the transport line, 1/µ is a mean value 

of exponentially distributed time of one repair. 
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Table 4: Characteristics of intervals and the optimal 

replacement in the non-homogeneous transport line 

(the case of parallel replacement) 

Technical characteristics of Optimal 
homogeneous transport lines replacement 

Line A. * J µ. x. c. k. 1. 
No. J J J J J 

(j) a. (3 . L. 
J J J 

1 3.9 28.5 100 360 lOE-5 10 2000 100/13 

2 5.2 25.0 100 450 lOE-5 7 800 100/13 

3 9.0 13.0 100 540 lOE-5 4 500 100/13 

Table 5: Characteristics of intervals and the optimal 

replacement in the non-homogeneous transport line 

(the case when the replacement is done during the 

natural breaks in the system performance) 

Technical characteristics of Optimal 
homogeneous transport lines replacement 

Line A. * J µ. x. c. k. 1. 
No. J J J J J 

( j) a. (3 . L. 
J J J 

1 3.9 28.5 100 360 0 10 2000 100/9 

2 5.2 25.0 100 450 0 7 800 100/10 

3 9.0 13.0 100 540 0 4 500 100/7 
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Figure 12: Graph model of the main transport line 

Figure 13: Graph model of the transitory transport line 

Figure 14: Graph model of the terminal transport line 
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An aggregate model of the optional non homogeneous transport 

line can be represented as a sequence of standard graph models 

where input edges of one graph model are connected with 

corresponding output edges of the graph model of preluding lines. 

For the sake of simplicity, standard graph models of the 

homogeneous pipelines are represented as rectangles and capital 

letters: M, S and T are used to denote the main, transitory and 

terminal transport lines, respectively. Technical characteristics 

of the corresponding intervals of the homogeneous transport lines 

are specified in brackets. 

The aggregate model of the transport line with J intervals 

of homogeneous _ lines is _presented in _figure 15. 

Figure 15: The aggregate model of the transport line with J 

homogeneous intervals 

Similarly as in the case of the non homogeneous transport 

line with three different intervals, the probability that such 

a system works during all considered period can be derived from 

the analysis of Markov chain, which is automatically generated 

from the aggregate graph model and optimal stationary replacement 

policy can be found numerically. 
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5. OPTIMAL REPLACEMENT POLICY FOR THE NETWORK OF HEAT ENERGY 

TRANSPORT LINES 

Transport lines considered in previous sections are usually 

included into networks of transport lines in which many receivers 

are connected with one source. 

The simple case of the heat energy transport network (three 

receivers and five intervals of homogeneous transport lines) is 

presented in figure 16. 

In the network of pipelines each connection source-receiver 

q (q=l,2, ... ,Q, where Q is a number of receivers) is described 

by a set Zq··O~--intervals·of-homogeneous-transport ~ines~ These 

sets are different for each connection but certain intervals of 

transport lines (the main transport line and transitory lines) 

can be included in many of them. 

Optimal stationary replacement policy for the case of the 

heat energy transport network can be derived from the following 

optimization problem: 

st. 

where 

0 J J 

{ L B q ( 1-'Y q) p q - L Aj (1;) k j-L c j 1 j } , 
q=l J=l j=l 

£. ].Ln nl. 
A. (1 . ) = - 1- [ - 1 A. . . 1 + ( 1---1 ) >.. . , n] , 

1 1 10 0 L. . 1 ' i- L. 1 
J J.=l J 

(n=l, 2, . . . , j =1, 2, ... , J) 
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Figure 16: The simple structure of the heat energy transport 

network 

RECEIVER 

t :: TERMINAL 

J ;:;: LINE 1 I SOURCE I __ q,_=_l --~ :::: 

RECEW:=J ~f :ITO~ECEIVER 
2 ;.: <<<·>>:-:.:.:.:-:-:-: -:.; 3 

---- TERMINAL TERMINAL ----
LINE 2 LINE 3 

Figure 17: The aggregate model of the transport network presented 

in figure 16 
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'liq -function that describes the length of the break in the 

process of heat energy transportation to the receiver 

q (the time of the break in the connection q) 18 caused 

by the replacement, 

Bq -return generated by the connection q in one period 

when no failures in this connection occur, 

Pq -probability that connection q works during all period, 

Js -average cost of one repair of pipeline j, 

~ -average cost of replacement of lm of the pipeline j, 

~(~) -failure rate of the pipeline j if the stationary 

replacement is equal to ~, 

~ - the - length · of · th~pipeline j, 

zq - the set of transport lines in the connection q, 

q=l,2, ... ,Q, Q is a number of connections (receivers) , 

j=l, 2, ... , J, J is a number of homogeneous pipelines in considered 

network. 

Expressions for Pq (q=l,2, ... ,Q) can be derived from the 

Markovian analysis of the aggregate model of the network. An 

example of such a model for the simple transport network 

presented in figure 16 is shown in figure 17. 

Markovian analysis of a model above leads to the chain with 

25 states and consequently to the system of 25 linear equations. 

Solution of this system gives expressions for the probabilities 

Pq (q=l, 2, 3) but in general, if the number of intervals of 

homogeneous transport lines is much higher, such an analysis 

18 18 For each particular connection q (q=l, 2, ... Q) 
function 'liq is determined by general strategy of the replacement 
in the network. 
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faces serious computational problems. 

To avoid such kind of problems and in order to make 

Markovian analysis simpler and apliccable for investigation of 

complex networks, every connection specified can be analysed 

separately from the others. Such a decomposition of the network 

is possible, because for every connection q (q=l, 2, ... , Q) , 

probability that it works during all considered period (Pq) 

depends only on these intervals of homogeneous transport lines 

that are parts of this connection (i.e., that belong to the set 

Zq). It means that probabilities Pq (q=l,2, ... ,Q) can be derived 

from Q separated graph models of connections specified in the 

network. 

Let's consider the network presented in figure 16 as an 

example of such analysis. In this network three connections are 

specified. These connections are described by the following sets 

of homogeneous intervals: Z1={1,2}, Z2={1,2,4} and Z3={1,2,5}. 

Probability P1 can be derived from the model of the 

transport line with two intervals of homogeneous lines. These 

lines are specified by the set Z1 • Probabilities P2 and P3 can be 

obtained from the analysis of two models of non-homogeneous 

transport lines with three intervals of homogenous lines 

specified in connections 2 and 3 (sets ...... 
.t:..2 and 

correspondingly) 19
• 

19 For all connections with the same number of intervals of 
homogeneous lines the expression for the probability can be 
derived only once and then values of technical characteristics 
of pipelines included into the given connection can be used for 
estimation of the probability wanted. 
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Probability P1 is determined by the following expression: 

µ1µ2 (A1 +µ1 +µ2) 
P1 =~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-2-

{.A.i +µl) (Azµ1 +Aiµ2+~µ2+µ1µ2+µ2) 

The formula for the probability that the transport line with 

three different homogeneous intervals works during a considered 

period, which has been derived in the previous section, can be 

used for evaluation of the probability P2 
20 and P3 

21
• 

Results of numerical analysis of the optimal replacement 

policy for the network of pipelines presented in figure 16, when 

technical characteristics of lines are such as in table 6 

(columns 2-7) and replacements in all lines are done during the 

summer breaks, are shown in the last column of this table. In 

table 7 results of an analogical experiment when replacements are 

done in parallel are presented. 

20 In the network considered the terminal line in the 
connection q=2 has number 4 not 3 (as before) consequently the 
subscripts '3' in the corresponding expression should be changed 
on '4'. 

21 In the network considered the terminal line in the 
connection q=3 has number 5 not 3 (as before), consequently the 
subscripts '3' in the corresponding expression should be changed 
on '5'. 
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Table 6: Characteristics of the homogeneous intervals and 

optimal replacement of transport lines in the network 

presented in figure 16 (all replacement is done during 

summer break)" 

Technical characteristics of Optimal 
transport lines replacement 

Line A. * J µ. x . c. k. 1. 
No. J J J J J 

( j) a. (3 . L. 
J J J 

1 3.9 28.5 100 360 0 10 2000 100/11 

2 9.0 13.0 100 500 0 4 500 100/8 

3 5.2 25.0 100 450 0 8 800 100/11 

4 9.0 13.0 100 540 0 4 500 100/8 

5 9.0 25.0 100 405 0 6 700 100/14 

• Values of the net benefits when no failures occur for the 
receivers: B1=3·106

, B2=5·106
, B3=10·106

• 

Table 7: Characteristics of the honogeneous intervals and 

optimal replacement of transport lines in the network 

presented in figure 16 (the case of parallel 

replacement)" 

Technical characteristics of Optimal 
transport lines replacement 

Line A. * J µ. x. c. k. 1. 
No. J J J J J 

( j) a. (3 . L. 
J J J 

1 3.9 28.5 100 360 lOE-5 10 2000 100/20 

2 9.0 13.0 100 500 lOE-5 4 500 100/13 

3 5.2 25.0 100 450 lOE-5 8 800 100/20 

4 9.0 13.0 100 540 lOE-5 4 500 100/13 

5 9.0 25.0 100 405 lOE-5 6 700 100/20 

• Values of the net benefits when no failures occur for the 
receivers: B1=3·106

, B2=5·106
, B3= 10·106

• 
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CONCLUSIONS 

A stable level of services provided by heat energy transport 

systems can be maintained only if some parts of durable equipment 

(heat pipelines) are periodically replaced. It has been shown 

that the replacement policy that maximizes total discounted net 

benefits in the case when the system works indefinitely is 

stationary i.e., that intervals of pipelines of the same length 

have to be replaced each period. 

In the case of single homogeneous pipeline optimal length 

of replaced intervals can be derived from the simple problem of 

discrete optimization. 

Analysis . of the_ non~homogeneous .pipelines is much more 

complicated. The main issue there is an evaluation of the 

probability that the system works during whole considered period 

of time. Under the assumption that repair time is a random 

variable with negative exponential distribution this probability 

can be calculated using Markov chains technique. In the case of 

the pipeline with great number of homogeneous intervals computer 

aided methods of Markovian analysis have to be applied. In this 

paper such an analysis has been done using the method of 

graphical modelling and computer aided discrete-event systems 

analysis. The idea was presented on the example of the pipeline 

with three homogeneous lines. The probability that the system 

with great number of homogeneous pipelines works during whole 

considered period of time can be evaluated automatically base on 

the aggregate model containing graph models of the main, 

transitory and terminal pipelines, presented in the paper. If the 

expression for this probability is known the optimal stationary 
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replacement policy can be easily found numerically. 

Optimal replacement policies for the networks of heat energy 

pipelines can be also found numerically base on expressions for 

probabilities of the network states. These probabilities can be 

derived from the Markov chain of the whole network, but the 

complexity of the analysis significantly decreases if the network 

considered is decomposed on the set of connections 

(nonhomogeneous pipelines that link source with receivers) and 

corresponding probabilities are evaluated base on the separated 

models of these connections. 

Presented methods of analysis can be applied for other kinds 

of line transport .systems under . . assumption that moments of 

replacements are exogenously given and periodic and that systems 

analyzed are characterized by appropriate distributions of the 

lifetime and repair time of the transport lines. 
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APPENDIX 1. 

GRAPHICAL MODELLING OF FINITE-STATE DISCRETE EVENT SYSTEMS 

All considerations related to systems modelling begin with 

the general definition of a system which is usually understood 

as a set of separate interacting components whose whole is 

greater than the sum of the parts. Each component may itself be 

a system but its behaviour can be described independently from 

other components, except for well-defined interactions between 

them. 

is a set of indicators that describe essential features of 

system's components, Ai; C X { S; I i E Id.s a relation (defined on a set 

S=XSu where S; is a set of values of the indicator iEii;). 

Assume that ~ is finite, discrete-state, autonomous system 

(ViEii;S;={s;,1 ,s;,2 , ••• ,s;,p}, where p=card(S;) < oo). In such a system 

each indicator iE Ii; can be decomposed into a set of atomic 

indicators W;: 

W;={w;,jl W;,jE{0,1} (j=l,2, ... ,card(S;))}, where 

{ 
1, if the value of indicator i is equal to siJ (s;JES;) 
O, otherwise. 

According to such a representation of the system structure 

each atomic indicator w;,jEW; (iEii;, j=l,2, ... ,card(S;)) can be 

considered as an indicator of the following condition: 

'value of indicator i is equal to s;/ 

(s;,jES;, j=l,2, ... ,card(S;)), which could be satisfied (if the 

value of atomic indicator w;,j equals to 1) or not satisfied (if 
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the value of atomic indicator ~J equals to 0). 

Assumptions about a nature of the system imply that changes 

of values of atomic indicators specified in it (changes of 

conditions) take place exclusively at moments tk0 ET0 (k=1,2, •.. , 

T•c [O,T], where [O,T] is a considered time interval of system 

performance) and only a change of the value of at least one 

atomic indicator could be a cause for a change of the value of 

another one. 

If a derivative of a boolean function w~(t) with respect to 

t is defined as: 

wiJEWi (iEii;), t*k-Llt,t"k+Llt E [O,T], then the set of moments of 

system performance (T*) can be formally described as follows: 

} . 

Every change in values of atomic indicators can cause 

another change which could be a cause for another one, etc. 

Causal links between changes in values of atomic indicators are 

called interactions. Changes initiate interactions which (after 

certain period of time) can give an impetus to other changes in 

values of atomic indicators that can initiate subsequent 

interactions, and so on. 

The set of all interactions that could occur in the system 

~ completely describes relation (AE) among its indicators. 

Elementary interaction ~EAEbetween two atomic indicators wm and 

w0 (wm,w0 E Uwi, iEii;), which is initiated by a change in the value 
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of the indicator w
111 

and changes the value of the indicator w0 

after time Ti (Ti E ( O, oo) ) can be described using one from four 

standard schemes (types of interactions) specified in the table 

1. 

Table 1: Standard types of interactions 

Type of Change in the value Duration New value 
interaction of the indicator of the indicator 

w w m n 

a(wm,wn,Tj) 0 -+. 1 Ti 1 

J3(wm,wn,Tj) 1 -+. 0 Tj 1 

-y(wm,wn,Tj) 0 -+. 1 Tj 0 

o(wm,wn,Tj) 1 -+. 0 Tj 0 

unambiguously defines structure of the finite-state, discrete-

event, autonomous system L. 

The following form of graphic representation of the pair 

(WE,AE) is proposed (table 2): 

- atomic indicators are represented as vertices containing 

two parts, one of them is white and the other black, 

- current values of atomic indicators are associated with 

corresponding vertices, 

- interactions between atomic indicators are represented as 

edges directed from one vertex to another one, 

- interactions with zero durations are represented by thin 

and all other by thick edges. 
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Table 2: Interactions and their graphical representations 

Type 
of 

interaction 

a (w , w , T) m n 

Scheme of interaction 

change in 
the value 
of the in
dicator wm 

11~0 I :ft4,1: ......... ....... '' 

new value 
of the 

indicator 
wn 

graphical 
representation 

indicator 
Wm 

indicator 
wn 

Interactions initiated by increase (decrease) in the value 

of a certain atomic indicator are modelled by edges that start 

from black part (correspondingly white part) of the vertex 

associated with this indicator. Interactions cause increase 

(decrease) in the value of a certain atomic indicator are 

modelled by edges that are directed to black part 

(correspondingly white part) of the vertex associated with this 

indicator. From the beginning till the end of each interaction 

(ajEAi;) a time Tj has to elapse. 

Time diagrams of different types of interactions are 

represented in the figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Time diagrams of different types of interactions 
between atomic indicators wm and wn. 
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In complex systems one atomic indicator can be affected by 

more than one interaction in the same moment. In such a case the 

difference between numbers of interactions that cause increment 

and decrement of the value of this indicator is calculated. If 

the difference is positive then the corresponding indicator 

obtains value 1, if negative value o. If the indicator is 

simul tanously affected by same numbers of interactions that cause 

increment and decrement of it's value then the value of the 

indicator does not change. There is no change, and no 

interactions are initiated. 

Performance of a graph model is represented as a sequence 
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of changes distributed in the set of discrete moments of time. 

At each moment t•kET• a change in the value of at least one 

indicator initiates interaction or group of interactions. If 

interactions with zero durations (immediate interactions) are 

initiated then subsequent changes at the same moment of time can 

occur. These changes can initiate a new group of interactions. 

If some of these interactions have also zero durations then 

changes in values of appropriate indicators may occur at the same 

moment of time. These changes can initiate a new group of 

immediate or nonimmediate interactions, etc. Such a sequence of 

changes in values of atomic indicators that occur in the certain 

moment t; (t;ET~ represents a transition ~rom-one state of the 

modeled system into another one. If there is no any active 

immediate interaction then the remaining time till the nearest 

termination of nonimmediate interaction (tmin) is calculated. The 

value of the model time is modified (t;+ 1=t;+tmin) and the value 

tmin is subtracted from the time that remains to termination of 

each active interaction. After that all interactions that have 

a remaining time till termination equal to zero are executed. 

Termination of these interactions can change values of some 

atomic indicators that can initiate other immediate or 

nonimmediate interactions, etc. 
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APPENDIX 2. 

MARKOVIAN ANALYSIS OF GRAPH MODELS PERFORMING 

IN CONTINUOUS TIME 

In order to obtain equivalence between graph models and 

continuous-time Markov chains consider the class of systems in 

which durations of all interactions that could occur are 

exponentially distributed random variables with negative 

exponential probability density function f (t}=A~M (where 

A is a parameter of the probability density function, A>O} or are 

equal to zero .. -(assume. that"·the. parameter- A=O .. is- associated with 

each such an interaction) . 

Under these assumptions durations of interactions Tj 

(j=l, ... n, where n is a number of interactions) can be described 

as a function of ~: 

{ 
e -t•x j' if Ai>O 

O, otherwise 

The class of models considered has the following properties: 

- for the optional graph model the number of possible states 

(vanishing1 and tangible2 ) is finite, 

- in each moment of model performance the remaining duration 

of certain non immediate interaction (Ti (Ai) >0) , which is observed 

1 States in which there is at least one interaction that 
must be terminated in the current moment of time are called 
vanishing states. 

2 States in which no interaction could be terminated at the 
current moment of time are called tangible states. 
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at time t after its beginning, is independent of t and is 

distributed exponentially with the same parameter f... 
J 

('memoryless' property), 

- probability of termination of two or more nonimmediate 

interactions in the same moment of time is equal to zero. 

Procedure of transformation of graph models into 

corresponding continuous-time Markov chains contains two steps: 

- generating the set of states that are reachable from the 

initial state of the model (without branches that start from the 

termination of two or more nonimmediate interactions), 

- eliminating the vanishing states to obtain an equivalent 

continuous~time.Markov. chain containing-only-tangible states. 

As a result of this procedure the state graph of continuous-

time Markov chain Mc(G) is formulated: 

W(G) = (z•,oc,uc), where 

z• is a set of vertices which is equal to the set of tangible 

states; oc is a set of directed arcs (Dc C z~ z•) such that ( zi•, z/) 

is in if exists the sequence of subsequently 

directly reachable states: z;, Z;+ 1 , ••• ,zj-trzi (zkEZ,k=i,i+l, ... j, 

Z is the set contains all tangible and vanishing states of the 

graph model) such that {Z;+tr ... , zi_1}n z* = 0; uc is an arc-rate 

function which assigns the rate of transition from zi• to zi• 

(zi•,zj•Ez*) to each arc (z;*,zj*) Eoc (uc: oc-+ R+): uc(zuzj)="Ah, where 

Ah is a rate associated with non immediate interaction which is 

terminated in the state starts the sequence of 

subsequently reachable states 

( {zi+u ... , zi_i} n z• = 0). 

Based on the state graph described above the stationary 
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probability distribution (11'= [7T 11 7T2 , ••• ,7Tr], where 7Ti is a 

stationary probability of being in the state i, i=l,2, ... r) can 

be calculated by solving the system of linear equations: 

1l'Q=O 

r 

E 
i=l 

The matrix Q is the infinitesimal generator of the Markov 

process: 

Q = [ q .. J l,J (i, j=l, ... r), 

where r is a number of tangible states in the reachability tree 

of a graph model. Elements outside the main diagonal qij ( i ¢. j) are 

parameters of exponential distributions associated with 

transitions from the state • z. 
J 

i,j=l,2, ••. ,r, i¢.j), while the elements on the main diagonal q;,; 

make the sum of elements of each row equal to zero 

( qi,i = - L Uc ( Z;
0 

1 zj ") ) • 

j=l, ... ,r 
j¢.i 
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APPENDIX 3. 

PERFORMANCE OF THE GRAPH MODEL OF THE HEAT ENERGY TRANSPORT 

LINE WITH THREE HOMOGENEOUS PIPELINES 

The graph model considered is presented in figure 12 and 

described in section 4. 

The graph model starts its performance from the initial 

state specified by the vector of the initial state of vertices 

Mo and the vector of initial dynamics 00 • 

The scheme of the reachability tree of the model is 

presented . in figure -1. ·'Tangible ·states (-81, S2, ... , SS) of the 

model are represented explicitly in this scheme. Sequences of 

vanishing states that link tangible states of the model are given 

in corresponding tables below. 

Initial state of the model is denoted as so- and all 

vanishing states are denoted as s-, edges that are active in a 

given state but their termination cannot be done in a considered 

moment of time are marked by the superscript 

In table 1 the initial sequence of steps of the performance 

of the graph model is presented3
• 

3 In order to make the description of the performance of the 
graph model more readable instead of vectors of the current 
states of vertices and interactions the sets of marked vertices 
and active edges are specified. 
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Figure 1: Scheme of the reachability tree of the model of three 

homogeneous pipelines 
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Table 1: The initial sequence of the graph model performance 

Step State Set of marked vertices Set of active edges 

0 so- {V6,Vl3} {e4,e10} 
1 s- {Vl,V6,V7,Vl3} {el°,el9} 
2 s- {Vl,V7,Vl3} {el 0 ,e18,e20,e28} 
3 s- {Vl,V3,V7,V13,Vl4} {el 0 ,e21°,e44} 
4 s- {Vl,V3,V7,Vl4} {el 0 ,e21°,e43,e45} 
5 Sl {Vl,V3,V7,V10,Vl4} {el 0 ,e21°,e46°} 

Termination of the edge el in the state Sl ('All lines are 

working') leads to the state S2. The sequence of steps of the 

performance of the graph model is presented in table 2. 

Table 2: A sequence of steps leading from the state Sl to the 
state S2 starting from termination of the edge el 

Step State Set of marked vertices Set of active edges 

0 Sl {Vl,V3,V7,V10,Vl4} {el,e21°,e46°} 
1 s- {V3,V7,V10,Vl4} {e2,e5,e6,e21°,e46°} 
2 s- {V2,Vl0,Vl4} {e3°,e7,e9,e10,e17,e21°,e46°} 
3 s- {V2,V8,V10,Vl4} {e3°,e21°,e22,e23,e24,e27,e46°} 
4 s- {V2,V9} {e3°,e21°,e26,e25,e29,e30,e31,e42,e46°} 
5 s- {V2,V6,Vl5} {e3°,e16,e21°,e32,e33,e46°} 
6 s- {V2,V6,V16} {e3°,e21°,e39,e40,e46°} 
7 s- {V2,V6,Vl3} {e3°,e21°,e41,e46°} 
8 S2 {V2,V6,V13} {e3°,e21°,e46°} 

In the state S2 ('Line Ll is repaired, lines L2 and L3 are 

waiting') vertices V6 and V13 indicates that lines L2 and L3 are 

waiting. Vertices V3 and VlO are not marked but interactions 

modelled by edges e21 and e46 are still active. It means that 

terminations of the edges e21 or e46 do not lead to the new 

marking of the graph model and consequently do not change the 

state of the system under study (i.e., the state of the Markov 

chain). 

Sequences of steps starting from termination of edges e21 

and e46 in the state Sl are presented correspondingly in tables 

3 and 4. 
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Table 3: A sequence of steps leading from the state 81 to the 
state 82 starting from termination of the edge e21 

Step State Set of marked vertices Set of active edges 

0 Sl {Vl,V3,V7,V10,Vl4} {el°,e21,e46°} 
1 s- {Vl,V7,V10,Vl4} {el 0 ,e9,e10,e46°} 
2 s- {Vl,V4,V7,V8,V10,Vl4} {el 0 ,ell,e12,e22,e23,e24,e27,e46°} 
3 s- {Vl,V4,VS,V7} {el 0 ,e13,e14,e26,e30, e31,e42,e46°} 
4 s- {Vl,V5,V7,Vl5} {el 0 ,e14°,e32,e33,e46°} 
5 s- {Vl,VS,V7,Vl6} {el 0 ,e14°,e39,e40,e46°} 
6 s- {Vl,VS,V7,Vl3} {el 0 ,e14°,e41,e46°} 
7 S3 {Vl,VS,V7,V13} {e1°,e14°,e46°} 

In the state 83 ('Line Ll is working, line L2 is repaired 

and line L3 is waiting') interaction modelled by the edge e46 is 

interrupted (vertex VlO is not marked). It's termination does not 

lead to the new marking of the graph model and consequently to 

the new state of Markov chain. 

Table 4: A sequence of steps leading from the state 81 to the 
state 82 starting from termination of the edge e46 

Step State Set of marked vertices Set of active edges 

0 Sl {Vl,V3,V7,V10,Vl4} {el 0 ,e21°,e46} 
1 s- {Vl,V3,V7,Vl4} {e1°,e21°,e30,e31} 
2 s- {Vl,V3,V7,Vll,V14,Vl5} {el 0 ,e21°,e32,e33,e34,e35} 
3 s- {Vl,V3,V7,Vll,V12,Vl4} {el 0 ,e21°,e36,e37°} 
4 S4 {Vl,V3,V7,V12,Vl4} {el 0 ,e21°,e37°} 

Termination of the edge e3 in the state 82 leads to the 

state Sl (independently on the state of edges e21 or e46). The 

sequence of steps of the performance of the graph model (when 

edges e21 and e46 are not active in the state S2) is presented 

in table 5. 
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Table 5: Sequence of steps linking the state 82 with Sl (edges 
e21 and e46 are not active in the state 82) 

Step State Set of marked vertices Set of active edges 

0 S2 {V2, V6, V13} {e3} 
1 s- {V6,V13} {e4,e8} 
2 s- {Vl,V6,V7,Vl3} {el°,el9} 
3 s- {Vl,V7,V13} {el 0 ,e18,e20,e28} 
4 s- {Vl,V3,V7,V13,Vl4} {el 0 ,e21°,e44} 
5 s- {Vl,V3,V7,Vl4} {el 0 ,e21°,e43,e45} 
6 Sl {Vl,V3,V7,Vl0,V14} {el 0 ,e21°,e46°} 

Termination of the edge el in the state 83 leads to the 

state 85 (independently on the state of the edge e46). The 

sequence of steps of the performance of the graph model (when the 

edge e46 is not active in the state 83) is presented in table 6. 

Table 6: A sequence of --steps leading from- the -state , 83 to the 
state SS starting from termination of the edge el (the 
edge e46 is not active in the state SJ) 

Step State Set of marked vertices Set of active edges 

0 S3 {Vl,VS,V7,Vl3} {el,e14°} 
1 s- {VS,V7,Vl3} {e2,e5,e6,e14°} 
2 s- {V2,VS,Vl3} {e3°,e7,e17,e14°} 
3 SS {V2,VS,Vl3} {e3°,e14°} 

In the state 85, similarly as in the state 83, the 

interaction modelled by the edge e46 is interrupted (the state 

of the vertex VlO equals to zero) and it's termination cannot 

change the state of Markov chain. 

Termination of the edge e14 in the state 83 leads to the 

state Sl (independently on the state of the edge e46). The 

sequence of steps of the performance of the graph model (when the 

edge e46 is not active in the state 83) is presented in table 7. 
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Table 7: A sequence of steps leading from the state S3 to 

Step 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

the state Sl starting from termination of the edge e14 
(the edge e46 is not active in the state S3) 

state Set of marked vertices Set of active edges 

S3 {Vl,VS,V7,Vl3} {el 0 ,el4} 
s- {Vl,V7,Vl3} {el°,elS} 
s- {Vl,V6,V7,Vl3} {el 0 ,el6} 
s- {Vl,V6,Vl3} {el 0 ,el7} 
s- {Vl,Vl3} {el 0 ,el8,e20,e28} 
s- {Vl,V3,V7,Vl3,Vl4} {el 0 ,el9,e21°,e44} 
s- {Vl,V3,V7,Vl4} {el 0 ,e21°,e43,e45} 
Sl {Vl,V3,V7,Vl0,Vl4} {el 0 ,e21°,e46°} 

Sequences of steps of the graph model performance starting 

from the state S4 are presented in tables 8-10. 

Table 8: A sequence of steps leading from the state S4 to the 
state_ S6 starting ~from termination of the edge el 

Step State Set of marked vertices Set of active edges 

0 S4 {Vl,V3,V7,Vl2,Vl4} {el,e21°,e37°} 
1 s- {V3,V7,Vl2,Vl4} {e2,e5,e6,e21°,e37°} 
2 s- {V2,Vl2,Vl4} {e3°,e7,e9,el0,el7,e21°,e37°} 
3 s- {V2, VB, Vl2, Vl4} {e3°,e22,e23,e24,e27,e21°,e37°} 
4 s- {V2,V9,Vl2} {e3°,e21°,e26,e25,e29,e37°,e42} 
5 s- {V2,V6,Vl2} {e3°,el6,e21°,e37°} 
6 S6 {V2,V6,Vl2} {e3°,e21°,e37°} 

In the state S6 ('Lines Ll and L3 are repaired, line L2 is 

waiting') interaction modelled by the edge e21 is interrupted 

(the vertex V3 is not marked). It's termination does not change 

a state of the graph model and the state of Markov chain. 

Table 9: A sequence of steps leading from the state S4 to the 
state S7 starting from termination of the edge e21 

Step State Set of marked vertices Set of active edges 

0 S4 {Vl,V3,V7,Vl2,Vl4} {el 0 ,e21,e37°} 
1 s- {Vl I V7 I Vl2, Vl4} {el 0 ,e9,el0,e37°} 
2 s- {Vl,V4,V7,V8,Vl2,Vl4} {el 0 ,ell,el2,e22,e23,e24,e27,e37°} 
3 s- {Vl,V4,VS,V7,Vl2} {el 0 ,el3,el4°,e26,e37°,e42} 
4 S7 {Vl,VS,V7,Vl2,} {el 0 ,el4°,e37°} 
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Table 10: A sequence of steps leading from the state S4 to the 
state Sl starting from termination of the edge e37 

Step State Set of marked vertices Set of active edges 

0 S4 {Vl,V3,V7,V12,Vl4} {el 0 ,e21°,e37} 
1 s- {Vl,V3,V7,Vl4} {e1°,e21°,e38} 
2 s- {Vl,V3,V7,V13,Vl4} {el 0 ,e21° ,e41} 
3 s- {Vl,V3,V7,Vl3} {el 0 ,e21°,e42} 
4 s- {Vl,V3,V7} {el 0 ,e21°,e43,e4S} 
s s- {Vl,V3,V7,V10,V14} {el 0 ,e21°,e44,e46°} 
6 Sl {Vl,V3,V7,V10,Vl4} {el 0 ,e21°,e46°} 

Sequences of steps of the graph model performance starting 

from the state S5 are presented below. Independently on the state 

of the edge e46 termination of the edge e3 leads to the state S2 

(tables 11) and termination of the interaction modelled by the 

edge e14 leads to-the state S3 (table 12). 

Table 11: A sequence of steps leading from the state SS to the 
state S2 starting from termination of the edge e14 (the 
edge e46 is not active in the state SS) 

Step State Set of marked vertices Set of active edges 

0 SS {V2, VS, V13} {e3°,e14} 
1 s- {V2,Vl3} {e3°,elS} 
2 s- {V2,V6,Vl3} {e3°,el6} 
3 S2 {V2,V6,Vl3} {e3°} 

Table 12: A sequence of steps leading from the state SS to the 
state S3 starting from termination of the edge e3 (the 
edge e46 is not active in the state SS) 

Step State Set of marked vertices Set of active edges 

0 SS {V2,VS,Vl3} {e3,el4°} 
1 s- {VS,V13} {e4,e14°,e8} 
2 s- {Vl, VS, V7, V13} {el 0 ,e14°,e19} 
3 S3 {Vl,VS,V7,Vl3} {el 0 ,e14°} 

Sequences of steps of the graph model performance starting 

from the state S6 are presented in tables 13 and 14. 
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Independently on the state of the edge e21 termination of the 

edge e37 leads to the state 82 (table 14) and termination of the 

interaction modelled by the edge e3 leads to the state 84 (table 

14) . 

Table 13: A sequence of steps leading from the state 86 to the 
state 82 starting from termination of the edge e37 (the 
edge e21 is not active in the state S6) 

Step State Set of marked vertices Set of active edges 

0 S6 {V2,V6,Vl2} {e3°,e37} 
1 s- {V2,V6} {e3°,e38} 
2 s- {V2,V6,V13} {e3°,e41} 
3 S2 {V2,V6,V13} {e3°} 

Table 14: A sequence of steps leading from the state S6 to the 
state S4 starting from termination of the edge e3 (the 
edge e21 is not active in the state S6) 

Step State Set of marked vertices Set of active edges 

0 S6 {V2,V6,V12} {e3,e37°} 
1 s- {V6,V12} {e4,e8,e37°} 
2 s- {Vl,V6,V7,Vl2} {el,e19,e37°} 
3 s- {Vl,V7,Vl2} {el,el8,e20,e28,e37°} 
4 s- {Vl,V3,V7,Vl2,Vl4} {el 0 ,e21°,e37°,e44} 
5 S4 {Vl,V3,V7,Vl2,Vl4} {el 0 ,e21°,e37°} 

Sequences of steps of the graph model performance starting 

from the state 87 are presented in tables 15-17 

Table 15: A sequence of steps leading from the state 87 to the 
state sa starting from termination of the edge el 

Step State Set of marked vertices Set of active edges 

0 S7 {Vl,VS,V7,Vl2} {el,el4°,e37°} 
1 s- {VS,V7,Vl2} {e2,e5,e6,e14°,e37°} 
2 s- {V2,VS,Vl2} {e3°,e7,e14°,e17,e37°} 
3 SS {V2,VS,Vl2} {e3°,e14°,e37°} 
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Table 16: A sequence of steps leading from the state S7 to the 
state S3 starting from termination of the edge e37 

Step State Set of marked vertices Set of active edges 

0 S7 {Vl, VS, V7, V12} {el 0 ,e14°,e37} 
1 s- {Vl,VS,V7} {el 0 ,el4°,e3S} 
2 s- {Vl, VS, V7, Vl3} {el 0 ,e14°,e41} 
3 S3 {Vl,VS,V7,Vl3} {el 0 ,e14°} 

Table 17: A sequence of steps leading from the state S7 to the 
state S4 starting from termination of the edge e14 

Step State Set of marked vertices Set of active edges 

0 S7 {Vl,VS,V7,Vl2} {el 0 ,e14,e37°} 
1 s- {Vl,V7,Vl2} {el 0 ,e1S,e37°} 
2 s- {Vl,V6,V7,Vl2} {el°,e16,e37°} 
3 s- {Vl,V6,V12} {el 0 ,e17,e37°} 
4 s- {Vl,Vl2} {el 0 ,e1S,e20,e2S,e37°} 
s s- {Vl,V3,V7,V12,Vl4} {el 0 ,e21°,e19,e37°,e44} 
6 S4 {Vl,V3,V7,V12,Vl4} {el 0 ,e21°,e37°} 

Sequences of steps of the graph model performance starting 

from the state 88 are presented in tables 18-20. 

Table lS: A sequence of steps leading from the state SS to the 
state SS starting from termination of the edge e37 

Step State Set of marked vertices Set of active edges 

0 SS {V2, VS, V12} {e3°,e14°,e37} 
1 s- {V2,VS} {e3°,e14°,e3S} 
2 s- {V2,VS,Vl3} {e3°,e14°,e41} 
3 SS {V2,VS,Vl3} {e3°,e14°} 

Table 19: A sequence of steps leading from the state SS to the 
state S6 starting from termination of the edge e14 

Step State Set of marked vertices Set of active edges 

0 SS {V2,VS,V12} {e3°,e14,e37°} 
1 s- {V2,V12} {e3°,e1S,e37°} 
2 s- {V2,V6,V12} {e3°,e16,e37°} 
3 S6 {V2,V6,V12} {e3°,e37°} 
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Table 20: A sequence of steps leading from the state SS to the 
state 87 starting from termination of the edge e3 

Step State Set of marked vertices Set of active edges 

0 SS {V2,VS,Vl2} {e3,e14°,e37°} 
1 s- {VS,Vl2} {e4,e8,e14°,e37°} 
2 S7 {Vl,VS,V7,Vl2} {el 0 ,el4°,e37°} 

Corresponding Markov chain and results of analysis are 

presented in section 4. 
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